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 Manager and Department Administrator Responsibilities 

 Schedule a time to meet with employee, (do not discuss specific medical information with 
employee). 

 Notify Human Resource’s Leave of Absence Specialist (617-432-1024) or HR Partner/Consultant as 
soon as possible, once employee discloses the need for medical leave.  Do not ask about specifics 
of medical condition. 

 Make arrangements for employee’s absences. (For example, will you require a temp to cover?). If 
leave is intermittent for scheduled doctors’ visits, you can work with employee to schedule around 
the visits to not disrupt operations. 

 Work with employee to schedule around their FMLA Leave, it will help prevent any disruption in 
operations, if the leave is intermittent and for scheduled doctors’ visits. 

 During a paid FMLA, an employee may use accrued time off, such as sick, vacation, personal days, 
longer service vacation, or take the leave unpaid. 

 Continuous Unpaid FMLA Leave: HMS\HSDM: HR will place on unpaid Leave. 
 

 Continuous Unpaid FMLA Leave: SPH Department Administrators will submit Leave of 
Absence Wasabi form to place and return employee from leave: 
Place on Leave on date of first day out: 
Unpaid Action is “Unpaid LOA” reason “MED” 
Paid Action is “PLA” reason “MED” 
Return employee from leave on day of return:   
Unpaid Action is “RFL” reason is “UNP”.  
Paid Action is “RFL” reason is “RFL” 

 

 Intermittent Leave: Employee is responsible for entering own time using accrued time or 
Time Off at own expense for unpaid days. 

 Leave of Absence Specialist will notify Manager and Department Administrator once leave is 
approved. 

 If leave is intermittent, please notify HR Partner/Consultant if leave begins to exceed frequency 
and duration that was approved. 

 Approve employee’s absences during approved leave period. 

 Leave of Absence Specialist will notify manager of changes, updates, and return to work dates 
during leave and of any request for Reasonable Accommodations. 

 Please do not allow employee to return to work without medical clearance. Leave of Absence 
Specialist will notify Manager and Department if the employee is cleared to return. 

 Reinstate employee immediately once notified that they are medically cleared to return. 

 Confirm the employee’s return to work to the Leave of Absence Specialist. 


